Tia Ciata’s open-house –
The everyday as stage
Wendelien van Oldenborgh makes
video and slide installations
featuring ‘ordinary’ people in
extraordinary architectural
settings. Many of her scripts,
which are performed by non-actors
and are based on complex social
and political situations from
the past, involve site-specific
communities with varying cultural
backgrounds and have obvious
implications for current sociocultural conflicts.
Participants take part by invitation, and filming occurs in a
cinematic/theatrical setting,
often in buildings with a symbolic
architectural significance.
Improvisation and coincidence
play a major role in Van
Oldenborgh’s projects, which
involve an extensive production
process but only one intense
moment of actual filming.
Players, chosen for their personal
involvement in the theme of a
given work, may have extremely
diverse interests. The artist is
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not out to consolidate opposing
positions, to create political
consensus or to integrate differing cultural dispositions. The
‘polyphonic sound’ that evolves
from her open approach to human
diversity rises from conflicting
voices – resounding in the same
arena, often simultaneously – that
convey inspiration without being
silenced or labelled ‘false’.
Van Oldenborgh’s installations
make ‘speaking out in public’ a
political statement-cum-theatrical
performance. The viewer sees not
only the architectural setting but
also the camera, both of which
are clearly discernible as active
participants stripped of neutrality. As the filming is often done
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publicly, the audience, sometimes
not fully aware of being part of
the shoot, can play a part as
well. The supporting architecture
for the installations is based
on this same idea.
The undeniable engagement of the
camera – along with the relationship between Van Oldenborgh’s
installations and experiments in
documentary film by Peter Watkins
and Jean Rouch, for example –
propels the work towards an intersection at which contemporary and
performance art fuse with film and
political theatre. Terra em Transe
(1967), a movie by Brazilian filmmaker Glauber Rocha (1939-1981),
spoke the languages of allegory,
theatrical performance and cinematic experimentation at a time
when the introduction of critical
voices into various
creative disARTIST
ciplines was being
– tested. Glauber
Rocha, a leading
figure in the
Wendelien
oldenborgh
avant-gardevan
during
a period of
military dictatorship in Brazil,
employed a cinematic language that
was not only highly political but
also reliant on the power of aesthetics and on shifts in popular
perception. Terra em Transe raises
the question, quite literally,
of the position of art within a
political landscape with clearly
opposing sides. Besides being an
obvious reference to the situation
in Brazil at the time the film was
made, the story also touches upon
the potential or impotence of art
in issues regarding power.
In Glauber Rocha’s film, the
camera either circles its subjects
or frames the characters rather
statically within an ideologically
imbued architecture, particularly
that of the (tropical) modernist

villa and the neoclassical palace.
Many of the shots are carefully
composed, and actors often talk to
the camera, thereby negating the
fictional nature of cinematic work.
In addition to the active role
played by the camera in Van
Oldenborgh’s work, architecture
is of prime importance in the interaction and verbal exchange
that occurs among participants.
Differences in meaning between
public and private spaces were
already a theme in earlier works
by Van Oldenborgh, such as It’s
Full of Holes, It’s Full of Holes
(1999) and Stadluft (2001), in
which the significance and use of
such spaces are visibly and inseparably intertwined. Through her
use of the camera and her editing
techniques, the artist has shown,
how behaviour changes as people
cross the threshold into the public domain or the private sphere,
and how interaction in public
places experiences ongoing reinterpretation. She reveals the
underlying drama of seemingly
ordinary activities and discussions within the public domain,
presenting them as performances
for a film shoot on location and
creating a temporary stage for
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Plan of the house of Tia Ciata,
from the archive of Francisco
Duarte, drawn according to
descriptions by family members
who had lived there.

the everyday.
Here, too, Van Oldenborgh draws
inspiration from Brazilian culture.
In a succession of spaces with
differing degrees of permeability
– from completely open to wholly
private – she uses visible and
invisible boundaries to generate
a fruitful exchange among diverse
social classes and cultures.

Interestingly enough, we recognize
the same pattern in old AfroBrazilian traditions.
In 1983, Roberto Moura took part
in a study that investigated these
traditions. At the heart of the
work was a woman named Tia Ciata
and her ‘open-house’. As summarized
by Maria Moreira: A priestess
for the Afro-Brazilian cult of
Camdoblé- Nagô, Tia Ciata lived
in Rio de Janeiro, from 1876 to
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1924. . . Tia Ciata’s open-house
would be a celebratory gathering,
sometimes lasting for days, with
guests going out to work and coming back in the evening.
Moreira continues: When analysing
the plan for Tia Ciata’s house
at Visconde de Itaúna St . . .
I understood the model of ‘conflict-with-no-exclusion-of the
other’ could be retraced as a
collective performance . . . The
plan of the house shows a long
rectangular single floor, at street
level, with the entrance opening
directly to the front room.
Extending from this front room, to
the right, is a large corridor.
This corridor, passing three bedrooms and a small lounge area,
finishes at the right side of the
dining room, beyond which there is
the kitchen and a storage space,
each located by the right and left
side of a large backdoor. This
backdoor opens to a small yard.
This yard led to a large shed that,
on the appropriate day, was used
for the Afro-Brazilian rituals,
presided by Tia Ciata.
For the duration of the Tia
Ciata’s open-house gatherings,
the shed would be locked, as a
zone of secrecy, inaccessible to
the guests. In the yard there
would be some drums playing and
a group dancing a kind of dance –
the jongo, which is sacred for the
initiated, but is just a playful
game for the non-initiated. In the
kitchen, the food that was usually
prepared as an offering to the

Afro-Brazilian gods, but which is
not taken as sacred outside of the
rituals, would be served to the
guests. In the front room, the
musicians brought up in the community, but already with a professional career, would be giving
a jam-session, putting together
African rhythms and European
melodies – and that was samba in
the making. Those sessions, due
to the musicians’ rising fame
in the city’s nightlife, would
attract music lovers, coming
from all classes and races.’1
Glauber Rocha, who had a profound
knowledge of the cult of Camdoblé,
was one of a group of people with
a similar interest in African traditions. Among them was architect
Lina Bo Bardi (Rome 1914 - São
Paulo 1992), who based several
of her designs, including the
ARTIST
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on the principle
of the terreiro:
the place where
van oldenborgh
devotees of the Camdoblé gather
together, as exemplified by Tia
Ciata’s open-house.2 In the late
1960s, Glauber Rocha introduced
Bo Bardi to a theatre company,
Teatro Oficina, and its director,
José Celso Martinez Corrêa, for
whom she subsequently designed
stage sets during the years of
military dictatorship in Brazil.
In 1980 she designed a new theatre
for the company, a building greatly inspired by the terreiro of
the Camdoblé and by one of her
sets for a Brecht play. The point
of departure was an open floor
plan in which audience, actors,
mechanical systems, exterior and
interior would merge within a
single hybrid space. The entire
theatre was to be a stage. People
in the audience were to be actors.
Everyday life was to be a theatrical performance.
Teatro Oficina, designed by Lina

Bo Bardi and Edson Elito, is on
Rua Jaceguai in São Paulo.
Construction on the building
occurred between 1908 and 1984
and again in 1990 and 1991. Teatro
Oficina is a rectangular building
nearly split in two by a 50-m-long
‘street’. All that remains of the
original building are its brick
walls. The architects designed a
sliding mechanism for use in opening the roof. Galleries running
the length of both side walls and
reaching the full height of the
interior offer space to members
of the audience or cast, depending
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on the occasion. Sometimes these
galleries, which are made from a
type of scaffolding and can be
dismantled, take the place of the
wings found in a more conventional
theatre, as Teatro Oficina has
neither wings nor proscenium curtains. Bo Bardi and Elito created
a non-hierarchical scheme with
a floor plan based on the
Portuguese-Brazilian terreiro,
here interpreted as the part of
a residential area for festivities
and music, including duelling songs
reminiscent of the tournaments
of old. For the cult of Camdoblé
today, the terreiro symbolizes a
place of resistance.
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